PRESS RELEASE
EUROPEAN PATENT OFFICE REVOKES MONSANTO PATENT ON MELONS
The organic movement urges the Commission to stop patents on life

BRUSSELS, 20 JANUARY 2016 – Today, the European Patent Office (EPO) revoked a Monsanto-owned patent on melons for technical reasons. For years, the EPO used a biased interpretation of EU legislation to grant patents for various plant and animal varieties. According to the No Patents on Seeds coalition, around 1,400 patent applications on conventional breeding are pending at the EPO with around 180 already granted since 2000. IFOAM EU calls on the Commission to urgently issue a legal interpretation clarifying that plants varieties and biological processes are excluded from patentability.

“Patents on plant varieties prevent the circulation of genetic resources, hinder innovation and encourage biopiracy,” declares Eric Gall, IFOAM EU Policy Manager. “They dispossess farmers from their right to save seeds and to breed their own varieties, and they are prohibited by European legislation. The Commission cannot ignore the problem any longer and should urgently clarify that plant and animal varieties, and essentially biological processes, cannot be patented in the European Union.”

The European Parliament adopted a resolution on 17 December 2015, calling on the Commission to clarify the scope and interpretation of Directive 1998/44 on the “legal protection of biotechnological invention” as a matter of urgency. The Dutch have also made this clarification a priority of their EU Presidency and the issue is set to be discussed at both the Agriculture and Competitiveness Council in February.

“The Monsanto patent on melons was based on essentially biological processes for breeding and claimed plant varieties. This was a clear violation of European patent law”, said Christoph Then of the international coalition No Patents on Seeds which organised opposition to the patent. “It is a huge success that the patent has been revoked. Nevertheless, the general problem cannot be resolved simply by NGOs filing oppositions at the EPO. Politicians need to make sure that laws are applied properly and prohibitions are no longer ignored.”
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Further information
European Parliament resolution on patents and plant breeders’ rights:

*No patents on seed* report “Patents on plants and animals – time to act for European politicians”:

Indian Melon patent and opposition:
http://no-patents-on-seeds.org/en/information/patent-cases/patent-melons

IFOAM EU represents more than 160 member organizations in the EU-28, the EU accession countries and EFTA. Member organizations span the entire organic food chain and beyond: from farmers and processors organisations, retailers, certifiers, consultants, traders and researchers to environmental and consumer advocacy bodies